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The resonance structure of states of a continuous speotrum

of light nuclei is studied. Using 'Id and Be as an

example it is shown that in these nuclei there exist a

near-threshold resonance the share of which is about ~

50-70 % of isosoalar monopole sum rule. The experimental

method of finding the near-threshold resonanoes is descri-

bed.
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1. The most widespread means to reveal the resonance
states of light atonic nuclei (and in particular, the .
means to evaluate the position and the width of resonan-
ces) is now the analysis of effective cross-sections of
the interaction of fragments into which these light nuolel
split when their excitation energy exoeeds the threshold
energy [1,2]. However this approach based on the experi-
mental data cannot explain the nature of the resonance
states under study. Besides it does not enable determi-
ning the resonances weakly oonneoted with the observed
channels of decay of a nuoleon system. Meanwhile the wave
functions of a continuous spectrum of light nuoloi found
in the framework of an algebraio version of the resonating
group method (ROM) £3»4} provide a new possibility for
theoretioal investigation of resonance states* Next we
study monopole resonances of lightest nuolei of a p «shell
and so doing on the basis of the resonating group method
we oaloulate the dependence of probability of isosoalax
BO-trsnsitions from the ground states of *Be and 'Li into
the state of a continuous spectrum of energies of states
in which the transition ocours and also oaloulate the
contribution to energy-weighted sum rules from transitions
of a different energy.
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2. Let ue remind that an algebraic version of RG1I is

reduced to the transition from the Schrodlnger integro-

differential equation for а wave function of relative

motion of clusters of which a nucleon system consists to

an equivalent set of algebraic equations for 0 ^

amplitudes which are the coefficients of the expansion

(D

of the nucleus ware function 4/
L M
 into a series of .the

many-particle osoillator function basis 4 I"LM>)

where n is the number of oscillator quanta of an excita-

tion, fhe basis functions |lr\LM>} of state with the

momentum L and the momentum projections on the external

axle И are generated by a generating function of RGH

(the latter is usually chosen as a Slater determinant of

the Brink cluster «del [5-71 ).

After the amplitudes С
 п
 are found for the states

of a discrete and a continuous spectrum «1th Е-^цм

energy ( e£ Is the quantum number characterising the sta-
tes of a nucleon system) and the matrix elements of the
transition operator Q on the basis functions in,LM>
are found* i.e.

the calculation of matrix elements of the operator Q. on
the function* Ц?аЦ1<М

4
 * I**

 L
4 ***> and

W o t
2
L t M

2
 * *

o l
a b a M a > requires to oarry out the

double summation over the Indices n^ and

«me, In contrast to a traditional lategro-differential

variant of RGH, an algebraic version of this method pro-

poses a тегу slsple solution of the problem of calculating



the probabilities of electromagnetic transit lone.

If as Q we choose the monopole ieoeoalar traneition

operator M
o
 «hose matrix elements «ill be discussed be*

low**

where A is the nuoleon number in a nucleus, r
(
 is the

radius vector of the i-th nuoleon and J? ±ш the normali

sed vector, of the nucleus inertia center»then Instead of

(2) we obtain

<aLM \ M
o

rv

since only those matrix elements

of the operator M
o
 are different from вето for

L^'Lg^b » II^MII^1
^! , and n^ Is different from

no more than by 1.

In Ref • 18] the calculation is aade^of the matrix ele-

ments of the kinetic energy operator T of the p-aheU

nuclei whose nuoleon number does not exceed eight. Sine*

the relation

"'Here and below the radius <o !• taken as a length unit,

and 4 * / m r | as an energy unit.
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takes place, where Hose *•• * n e nucleus oscillator Hamil-
tonlan, It la not difficult using the results of Ref.

to find for the same nuclei the matrix elements (4). Here

we repreaent their explicit form

(5)

<nLM|Moln+lLM>

_ , (6)
3 TV ВГ

f - A - 4 and

r-0
We now have all the necessary formulas to calculate

the probability of monopole transitions from ground sta-

tes of atomic nuclei of the beginning of p -shell into

the states of a continuous spectrum. Below we restrict

ourselves to the discussion of monopole resonances of on-

ly two nuclei
 8
Be and

 7
Li for which in Ref a. [3,8] the

eigenvectors { С ̂  }• of the ground state and the

states of continuous spectrum were found* We start from

Be. This nucleus is less Interesting from the viewpoint

of a probable test of theoretical conclusions by ex-

periment (the lifetime of the ground state of
 8
Be is only

2 10"*
16
 век). However, as we see below, In studing its mo-

nopole resonances the approximations which essentially

simplify the theoretical analysis of a nucleus are per-

missible. At the same time the main results obtained
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for this nucleus are also valid qualitatively for other

nuolei of a p-shell.
В

3. The observed decay of Be in the ground state

into two at -particles denotes that the ground state ener-

gy of this nucleus slightly exceeds the energy of two

at -particles, end,consequently, two Ы -cluster of

Be are very weakly bound with each other *'. Moreover, ta-

king into account a short-range action of nuclear forces

which provide the binding between ck -cluster, it stands

to reason that to describe the states of continuous spect-

rum ot Be one can use the zero interaction radius appro-

ximation and replace all C ^
L
 amplitudes of the states

with the orbital momentum L and the energy Б counted

off from the threshold of decay of °Be into two at -par-

ticles by the asymptotic value [ 9] :

where J
L
 is the Bessel spherical function, n, is the

Heuman spherical function, 5 L is the phase of elastic

scattering in the cL-d. channel in the state with the

orbital momentum L,

L m 0,2,4.

Thus, in the approximation of the seroth radius of in-

teraction between ot -clusters the eigenvector { ̂  a

is completely determined if the value of the 5^ (E)

Phase is known»

''Theoretical calculations of the wave functions of
different states of *Be made by ROM support this
conclusion.
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The normalization, of the Fourier coefficients ^

la chosen in (8) eo that for eigenfunctions of the atatea

of a continuoua apeotrun the oondition

it

be satisfied, where 0 ( fc - It' ) ia the Dirac delta funo-

tion of different ware numbers fc and Ic' .

When it ia necessary to consider the Coulomb interae»

tion between ot-cluster in the zero radiua approximation

of nuclear Interaction for the coefficients C ^
L
 the

Coulomb aaymptotlea must be used.

If in the theoretical calculation of the wave func-

tion of TBe the Coulomb interaction ia not taken into ac-

count and as a nucleon-nudeon potential the Volkov poten- -

tial ia used [%0\ or another aemirealistic potential (for

example, the Brink-Boeker potential [ii] ), then the ground

atate energy of Be proves to be lese by с than the

decay energy of tola nucleus into two o£ -particles. For
the Volkor potential the optimal value of the oscillator
radius |Q minimi *1ng the energy of ot ̂ partiole la
equal to 1,37 fa. and £ «0.53 HeV (or 0.024 in
tlVm-To1 unite).

In the «его interaction radiua approximation the ampli-
tudes of the eigenreotor of the bound atate of

 8
Be with the

energy & decrease exponentially with increasing /4n+11 .

Their explicit expreaaion has the following form

where the coefficient C
o
 reduces the aum of squares

ot all the amplitudes C v ^ ° *°
 1 #
 Since the energy

la low, the mala contribution la made by large n for

whioh the formula. (9) le valid.
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Then using the wave function of the state with the

binding energy £ obtained in the framework of RGM with
the Volkov potential we simulate the real wave function of

О

the ground

character.

О

the ground state of Be without regard for its resonance

The eigenvector U ^ , j is orthogonal to all

eigenvectors { C ^ ) of the states of continu-

ous spectrum with a zero orbital momentum L. The orthogo-

nality condition written in the zero interaction radius

approximation allows us to express the phase by <£ and
the wave number k with the accuracy which fallows one
to replace the summation over n by the integration

80 - - к JW - ojubi fe do)

Until the energy Б does not exceed several megavolt, the

value of the phase found by (10) coincides practically

with its exact value found on the basis of RGU.

From (3),(5).(6),(8-10) it follows that probability

of the monopole transition proportional to the square of

the matrix element

<-£00lMo\EOO>

a

from the ground state of Be into the state of continu-
ous spectrum with an energy £ and a sero orbital
turn first increases with increasing Б from a sero value
at E«0 to а шят1ия1 value at E = 0.159 VeY then

decreases very fast up to very small values with further

increaeing Б . The dependence of probability of the mo-

nopole transition from ic -=- V~£~E"* *• plotted in Fig.
1. The graph shows a clear resonance marl—no. The ap-
pearance of this resonance ™»^»пм ia due to its nearneat
to the energy threshold of the ground state of Be and al-

so to the fact that the structure of the wave function of
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the ground state with energy £ ,at least In the region

ot moderate values te >is near to the structure of the

functions of a continuous spectrum with energy E

not exceeding £ - Therefore, the matrix element <-£oOlM0|EOO>

at these energies Б is large and the width of the monopo-

le resonance under consideration is of the order of 6

According to the known monopole sum rule for isoscalar

transitions [12,13} the following relation must bo satis-

fied

oo
2

Meanwhile the states | E00> of the continuous spect-

rum of Be obtained within RGM exhaust only about 70% of

the integral (12) and these 70 % are obtained at the ex-

pense of the near-threshold monopole resonance*

4* In order to correct unbalance in 30% we must make

more precise the method of resonating groups and intro-

duce the elements which essentially influence the results

of the analysis of monopole transitions. This correction

is necessary to answer the following question: whether the

rest 30 % of the integral are obtained at the expense of

the continuous spetrum distributed in the energy of the

phone of states or they are due mainly to other monopole

resonances of
 8
Be which coexist with a near-threshold one.

We can see a complete picture of monopole resonances

of
 8
Be after the expansion of the basis { I a L M > "\

realised by involving all the states generated by the ope-

rator 2 M
o
 * P

2 a n d i t s
 integer powers as a result of

their action on the basic functions iriLM> . We de-

note the states of the new basis by IV П L M > , where

n is the number of oscillator excitation quanta of the

relative motion of two ot -particles, V is the number

of the excitation quanta of p-oscillations (radial or

volume oscillations of a nucleon system). If V-0, then

10 fl L M > * I 1 L M > .The basis functions
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^ V< fl
4
 LM*> and IVJ, П ^ LM*> are orthogonal on-

ly «ben n ^ V ^ ¥• У)
4
+V* . if, however,, гц+V, « nj.+'Vfc.

but ГЦ * п
г
 ( "V̂ * V^ ) then they are linearly independent

but not orthogonal since their overlap integral

< v« П| L M \V
Z
 п

г
 L M > и different from вето 1.14].

The overlap Integral takes the largest values at snail

quantum numbers n«,v, and
 n

z^t «hen the amplitudes of

radius nuolear oscillations and oscillations of ct -clus-

ters are small relative to eaoh other and «hen each of

these oscillation modes eontalns a considerable part of

another mode*

0!he basis 4 l V n . L M > } unlike the basis {)n'LM>}

enables one to consider completely the excitation of p-

-osolllations of Be In the ot-ol scattering or, which

Is equivalent, to consider the volume polarisation of two

Of -particles when they oome close.

When the values of L and H are given the new basis

is two-dimensional which complicates the operation with

it and poses the problem of a oareful ohoioe of basis func-

tions used for the Hamiltonlan diagonalisation. Since we

are now concerned with analysing the effects of monopole

resonances of
 8
Be on the wave funotions of its continuous

spectrum, further we shall take into account only the basis

functions IV Л L M У whose lndioes n and V satis-

fy the condition

and also the basis functions l ОП. L M > in which

fc > 45 , Г© being chosen suoh that to xdnixe the

energy of nonlnteracting oL-particles, the atove

choice of the basis functions is explained by the follo-

wing simple considerations. Until n is large and con-

sequently ot-duetera are at large distance, the volume

polarization of ot -cluster can be neglected. But this

can be done at small n in a general case at an arbitra-
Q

ry energy of the continuous spectrum of Be and,there-

fore, at small n we must consider the basis functions

Ш
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%:- - 1 2 -
i ) V W L И ̂  with noneero V as well as
; | 0 U L M v > = . | i r l L M > . Details oonoeraing the

oaleulati la on the basis { I V r i L M ^ ) of the wave

functions of the states of a continiuous spectrum of Be

nay be found in Ref.

The calculations performed according to this new

scheme of analysis of radial oscillations of a nucleon

system remain valid all the previoue results for the pro-

bability of EO transitions from the ground sta* - of

Be to the states of a continuous spectrum until their

energy »E does not exceed'several megavolt. However, with
• ••

further increasing energy E the.probability of monopole
transition does not tend'monotonically to zero, as before,

but'achieves a maximum once again when E « 33*41 MeV.

The behaviour of the square of the matrix element (11)

of the operator of monopole transition near this maximum

is shown in Fig. 2 in which there is a distinct narrow

resonance exhausting the monopole sum rule by * 18 %.

The region of energies between near-threshold reso-

nance and the resonance at 33*41 HeV accounts for about

9% of the iaoscalar monopole sum rule. It is not clear

how these 3% are distributed.

This region of energies together with the resonance

at E • 33*41 MeV practically correct the above disba-

lance in the monopole sum rule. It is interesting that

if we г ев trie t ourselves to the basis IVO L M > ,i.e.

the basis of the firliwH approximation of the К -harmo-

nic mathod, then at E»J3*92 MeV the Hamiltonian diagona-

lization of an eight~nucleon system with the Volkov two-

particle interaction potential gives a discrete state cor-

responding to the excitation of D-oscillations of
8
Be •>.

 Г

x
'k continuous spe4rum in the minimal approximation of

К -harnonic method begins from the energy of decay
of *Be into eight noninteracting nucleens^
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Hence, as a result of the interaction with an open oi -clue- ',

ter channel this state, though becomes a resonance, slight- /'

ly changes its energy (E-33.41 MeV). The first excitation

O
+
-»tate in *He has approximately the same energy. Shis

resonance, thus, is due to the fact that in the consequent j

ce of the ot -particle interaction one of ol-partioles
 ;

.A

goes into an excited O
+
-state.

The аЪоте resonance was discovered in theoretical stu-

dies of the probabilities of monopole transitions from

the ground state of Be into the ontinuous spectrum sta-

tes. On the other hand, this г^мойапсе manifests itself

in the behaviour of the partial cross-section of of-ot-scat-

terlng too (see Pig.3).

5. The conditions (ooneidered in p. 3) of the appea-

rance of the resonance maximum in Be at snail values of

the over-threshold energy Б are satisfied also in other

nuclei of p-shell, for example, In 'Li and Li. But

since the ground state energy of these nuclei Is below the

j thresthold by a few MeV's, their near-threshold resonance

f should be somewhat wider than in
 8
Be and its contribution

to the integral of the monopole sum rule Is less.

> By way of illustration we consider the results of cal-

- oulations of J* » i~ -state of
 7
Li in the basis of ое-

I

dilator functions corresponding to ol+ "t clusterisation

of a nucleus. The nucleon-nucleon potential was simulated

by the Volker Interaction complemented by a spin-orbital

part of the GPT potential 1.15] • In this case the osoilla- j

tor radius minimizing the threshold energy of the *
 +
 t

system decay is equal to 1.43 fm and the energy of the

ground ^~ -state of
 7
Li is equal to £ -1.73 MeV

(or 0.085 in "^/mr/ units) Pig. 4 shows the graph of
It-dependence of the probability of monopole transition

from the ground state to the continuous spectrum states.
As seen from the graph the near-threshold resonance is at

It «0.32 or E«1.04HeV and has the width of T-3.44MeV ,
This resonance exhausts ^ 5056 of the monopole sum |

rule. . ' . • I
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The near-threshold resonance in 'Li can be found expe-

rimentally in the eleotrodesintegratlon reaction

e +
 7
Li « e'+ ot+t

at small electron momenta. The last-mentioned condition

allows one to single out a monopole t O -component in

the electromagnetic transition operator. The cross-section

of this reaction has maximum at the energy near the

threshold of d+"t channel.
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I FIGURE CAPTIOUS

Pig.1. She structure of near-threshold aonopole reaonanoe
l a в Ва . Ь (EO) l a the probabil ity of aonopola tran-
aion i n e 1 To4 un i te , te-VH" l a the war*
bar in Го"

1
 unite*

Pig. 2* She behaviour of the probability of aonopole tran-

sition & _( EO t - £ -» E )( e* • Ф т « ) from

the ground 0
+
 -state of ®Be into the continuous

apeotrua states IEOO> in the Interval of energi-

es E - 33 - 34 MeV.

Flg.3* The dependence of the oroee-aeotion of d-d eoatte-

rlng Of ( In r
o
* unite) on energy В In the re-

gion of aonopole reeonanoe.

fig.4. The etruoture of near-threshold aonopole reeonanoe

in
 7
Li . B( E O ) la the probability of aoaopole

transition from the ground \~ -state to the

-state of continuous apeotrua of the system

(In Г
о
"' units).
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